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To (t// it'?uom it may concern:
frame-work C, and on it are loosely journaled
Be it known that I, MELVIN N. LovELL, a certain cog-wheels I and arms D'. The num
citizen of the United States, residing at Erie, ber of these wheels and arms is optional, or

in the county of Erie and State of Pennsyl rather it is regulated by the amount the ma

5 Vania, have invented certain new and useful chine is (lesigned to in?li?ate. I ShoW four 55
Improvements in Cash Indicating, Register sets of these parts, and the machine illustrated
ing, and Accounting Machines; and I do is intended to indicate and register sums
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, within thousands; but if a machine were to
and exact description of the invention, such register tens of thousands, then it would have
Io as will enable others skilled in the art to five sets of wheels, arms, &c.
??
Which it appertains to make and use the same. On a fixed shaft E at the back of the frame
This invention relates to that class of ma work C are pivoted as many levers E' as there

chines which are commonly called “cash in

are wheels I and arms D' on the shaft D.

digating, registering, and accounting ma Each lever E' is connected with its compan
15 chines; and it consists in certain improve ion arm D' by a link e, which connects with 65
ments in the construction and operation of the short end d of the arm D', and each arm
the same, as will be hereinafter set forth and D' is provided with a pawl d', which engages
explained, and pointed out in the claims.
with its companion wheel I. A downward

\ly invention is illustrated in the accom movement of the lever E' will cause an up
20 panying drawings, in which—
ward movement of the long end of the arm 70
Figure 1 is a transverse vertical section D', and the pawl d' will cause a movement of
yiew taken on the line ca, in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 the wheel I to the extent of the arc of move
is a front elevation view with parts broken ment of the pawl d'.
out to show internal construction. Fig. 3 is The extent of movement of the lever E' is
25 a top or plan view of part of the registering regulated by peculiar mechanism as follows: 75
and accounting mechanism. Fig. 4 is a dia On the end of each lever E' is a key-box E”,
gram view of the indicating mechanism. Fig. in which are nine (9) keys J. When the le
5 is a front elevation view of the retaining wer is to be depressed, the operator will touch
and releasing mechanism, as will be more one of these keys J, according to the amount
30 fully explained herein. Fig. 6 is a top view he desires to record and indicate. Each of So
of a part of the key-board. Fig. 7 shows a the keys J is marked with a numeral, as
detail of construction of one of the actuating shown in Fig. 6. When one of these keys J
levers, and is a section on the line y in Fig. G. is pushed down upon, it yields before the le
I'ig. S is a side elevation of ome of the actu ver carrying it yields, and as it yields it
35 ating-levers and one of the indicators. Fig. throws out from the side of the key-box E” 85
9 is a perspective view of one of the indic? a catch K. A continued pressure on the key
tOTS.
causes the lever E' to be depressed.
The construction and operation of my de On the frame at the sides of the key-box
Vice are as follows:
E° there are stepped frame pieces or plates I,
4o A marks an inclosing case, which has within which will eome in contact with the catch IX, 9o ,
its base a drawer B. In its upper portion is which has been pushed out from the side of
contained the mechanism, and at one side is the key-box by the key J and arrest the ac
a key-board.
tion of the lever E'. Thus if a key J having
A' A' are openings in the side of the case, thereon the numeral 3 is pressed upon the
45 through which can be seen the indicators and lever E’ can only be depressed until the catch 95
the figures marked thereon.
IX, actuated by the key just mame(l, comes in
C marks à metallic frame-work, in which is contact with the proper step on one of the
Supported the mechanism hereinafter de plates I, and if a key J having thereon the
scribe?i.
numeral 9 is pressed then the lever can be
5o D is a central fixed shaft supported by the depressed until the catch moved by that key roo

